RETRACTABLE BLEACHER SEATING

Easy to use.
Reliable and safe.

Retractable
Bleacher
Seating
Unparalleled levels of service and quality
All seats function on the telescopic principle and when closed, provide either a flat fold
front or closed back. The operation of the seating is progressive and upon closing, all
rows move to the closed position providing an increase of usable floor space. The system
incorporates a locking mechanism provided by individual row locks or cylinder locks. These
permit securement of any row in user position, and it operates only upon the unlocking
and moving of the first row. All bleacher components are fabricated in our plant where
they are stringently tested and inspected to ensure a safe, top quality seating system.
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RETRACTABLE BLEACHER SEATING

Specif ications
Plastic Seat Colors
Burgundy

Red

Gold

Yellow

Green

Light Blue

Telescopic Bleachers
Our high density polyethylene modular seating is richly textured and available in 12
standard colors. The sculpt-formed seat is anatomically contoured with no planar surface
to give a genuinely comfortable bleacher seat. The surface of the seat is a scuff resistant
texture and the color is molded in so that it cannot wear off.
We also offer Southern Yellow Pine for the clients that prefer wood bench style seats. These
seat boards have been finished in such a way that they are scuff resistant for high traffic
areas. The seat modules are supplied with matching end caps. The wide color selection can
give any room an aesthetically pleasing look. We can also supply a contrasting color for
inlay lettering so that the client can include school or club names. For devices on moving
and operating bleachers, contact us.

Portable Bleachers
Medium Blue

Dark Blue

Purple

Black

Grey

Tan

Plywood Deck Colors
Grey

Tan

This unit is used where no permanent attachment point is available or multiple
configurations are needed within the facility. Using portable lift carts, the entire bleacher
can be moved to various locations in the room.

Wall Attached Bleachers
They are easy to operate and available in a variety of materials and colors. Units come with
closed deck, intermediate aisle steps, center aisle hand rails, ready rails and manual or
integral power systems.

Recessed
This model requires minimal space in the closed position. The unit normally fits into a
pocket in a wall or under a balcony which allows for greater section and strength in the
balcony cantilever, still allowing legal aisle step rise from bleachers to balcony.

Reverse Fold
These units are floor attached at the first row. They open and close the opposite way and the
stacked unit becomes a divider wall that separates the room.

Options
• Unique color matching
• Wood bench seating
• Contrast color for inlays
• Bench back rest
• Back rest
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